



You might think that finding a
research theme is simply a matter of
starting with a question that interests
you, turning it into a concrete
problem and then planning and
carrying out experiments to solve the
problem. It is, but the really tricky
part is finding a theme that’s suited
to you personally.
For example, if you’re thinking of
using an experimental organism,
you’d better make sure you’re
compatible with it. Sydney Brenner,
who started the study of the
molecular genetics of the nematode
worm, gives exceptionally interesting
talks and has been known to lure
other scientists into changing their
research direction as a result. I came
close to becoming one of them but I
soon realised that it wasn’t for me;
the worms reminded me too vividly
of the gut parasites I’d had as a child.
Most graduate students are
strongly influenced by their
supervisors in choosing a research
project. If you’re lucky, it’ll be one
that suits you but, in any case, by
the time you’ve finished your PhD,
you’ll need to have worked out your
own research direction. And this
choice is important because what
you work on is, in some ways, an
emblem of yourself, representing
what you are in the science
community.
For me, it was my first stay in
Britain in the late 1960s that helped
me to choose a research direction.
Many things I encountered there
made strong impressions on me —
such as the style of presentation at
seminars, with much emphasis on
humour — but the most unforgettable
part was the discussions I had with
other young graduate students.
In those days I was seriously
troubled by not knowing how to find
a truly fundamental theme. These
British students didn’t have such
hang-ups, they simply saw
themselves as part of a continuum,
picking up the research themes of
their predecessors and attempting to
solve the current problems. (If
anything, they might have been a
little worried that their energetic
American counterparts would take
the same problem and solve it before
they did.) Even though I came from
a very different research environment
— Japan did not have such a deep a
research history at the time — the
question of themes stopped
bothering me so much after this.
If you enjoy your experiments, the
right research direction is almost
certain to emerge
In one of his essays Max Perutz
describes how excited he was as a
student to see the colour of
hemoglobin crystals change according
to the oxidation state of iron in heme;
this made him decide to write his
thesis on the structure of the protein.
As it turned out, such a research
theme was more suitable for a Nobel
Prize than a PhD and he has pursued
it from the beginning of his career to
the present. If you are lucky enough
to find a fertile and far-reaching
subject early in your career, there is
no reason why you shouldn’t carry on
with it. Some research themes
require a great depth of accumulated
knowledge and I’d love to see more
young researchers with the ambition
to gain the experience and skill to be
a good researcher, instead of simply
aiming for the status of being head of
a group or department.
If I’m making this sound too
daunting, remember, you don’t
necessarily have to find a theme that
you can work on for the rest of your
life. My own research theme has
changed three times: it was
Dictyostelium as a student; it changed to
morphogenesis of the bacteriophage
T4 when I was a postdoc and a tutor;
when I had my own lab, it changed
to chromosome segregation and
cell-cycle regulation of fission yeast.
As a graduate student, you might
think it’s not necessary to agonize
over finding the right theme, that it’s
enough to enjoy each day in the lab.
You are right; although it might seem
a little haphazard, if you enjoy your
experiments the right research
direction is almost certain to emerge.
I used to love the phrase Muyoo no yoo
(meaning, ‘what seems useless can
turn out to be very useful’). My ideal
was to do research that is terribly
interesting but useless. Indeed, I was
extremely lucky to be able to do just
that for ten years as a young
researcher, before my own lab grew
and became more expensive to run.
The reason why I had no
reservations about enjoying working
on a useless theme was that our great
predecessors seemed to have done
the same. For scientists working on
bacteriophage 50 years ago, it was
quite enough to have an interest in
the ways the viruses multiply so
rapidly. They might, occasionally,
have had more transcendental
thoughts — Max Delbruck, in
particular, thought of bacteriophage
as a model for life — but that was
probably not what drove them in
their daily experiments. Although
the ideas of an individual researcher
can change dramatically the history
of science, such radical ideas have
their root in the basic urge to answer
an interesting question.
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Editor’s note: This article is derived from
one in a series called ‘Advice to Young
Scientists’ written by Mitsuhiro Yanagida
for the magazine Jikken Igaku.
